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To all whom ät mgy congerºr: , ; 
Beit known that IOSCAR A. WEBSTER, a citizen of the United States, residing at 

Cranston, in the county pf Providence and 
State of Rhode Island, have invented cer 
tain new and useful Improvements in Hold 
ers for Tools, of which the flowing is a 
specification. - - - - - - 
This invention relatestgaholder for tools 

such for instance ås å bit pr the likè º com 
monly used as an extension bit by elec 
tricians to carry an auger or boring tool. 
used in the making of holes for electric 
wires or conduits; and the object of this 
invention is to provide an improved form of 
one-piece binding nut or member which may 
be readily applied to the shank of the tool 
and screwed into the holder member to bind 
the head of the tool in its socket in the 
holder. 
With these and other objects in view, the 

invention consists of certain novel features 
of construction, as will be more fully de 
scribed, and particularly pointed out in the 
appended claims. 
In the accompanying drawings. 
Figure 1 is a sectional side elevation show 

ing the holder with the head of a tool 
bound in the socket portion thereof by means 
of my improved form of binding nut. 
Figure 2 shows the holder partly in sec 

tion with the nut and tool removed. 
Figure 3 is a view illustrating the heli 

cally shaped groove or opening in the nut 
and illustrating the angular position the nut 
must take in being applied to the shank of 
the tool. 

Figure 4 is a side elevation of my im 
proved nut showing the helically formed 
opening therein. 

Figure 5 is an end view sectioned on line 
5-5 of Figure 4, looking in the direction of 
the arrows and illustrating the extent of 
circular bearing of the threaded portion to 
be a large portion of a complete circle, 
which is due to the angularity of the cut 
through the same. 

It is found in practice of advantage in 
the construction of devices of this character 
where a nut is to be, applied to the reduced 
shank portion of a tool having enlargements 
at either end, to provide a bearing for the 
threaded portion of the nut as nearly a com 
plete circle as possible to obtain the maxi 
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mum bilding effect of the nut and at the 55. 
same time form the nut of a single piece of metal, whereby it may be quickly positioned 
on the shank of the tool and screwed into 
the holder to bind the tool in its socket and 
as readily removed when it is desired to 
withdraw the tool from its socket; and the * foHöwing"ºisºa detailléd descriptions of one 
construction of nut by which these advan tageous results may be accomplished: 
‘’’With reference to the drawings, 10 desig 

nates the body member of the holder which 
is provided with an inner angular socket 11 
and is threaded at 12 at its outer end be 
yond the socket portion. This body is 
permanently connected to the extension bar 
13 which may be of any suitable length to meet requirements. 
This device is particularly constructed to 

receive the enlarged, tapering head end 15 
of a bit or auger 14, which bit ordinarily 
has a screw shaped cutting end, and in order 
to bind this head portion in the socket por 
tion 11 of the body member, it is found to 
be necessary and desirable to apply a nut 16 
to the smaller shank portion of the tool and 
screw it into the body to bind the bit in 
position therein and in order to apply this 
nut to this reduced portion, it is necessary 
that this nut shall be either slotted or made 
in halves to receive the reduced shank of 
the tool. Applicant has found it of par 
ticular advantage to form the nut in one 
piece and in tubular form and has found it 
of especial advantage to provide an open 
ing throughout the length of the side wall 
of this nut formed in helical shape as at 18, 
whereby in applying the nut to the shank 
of the tool it must be set at an angle to the 
axis of the tool, as illustrated in Figure 3, 
thereby permitting the tool shank to be 
readily passed through the slot and into the 
bore of the nut and by this construction it 
will be seen that when the nut straightens 
out on the shank and enters the holder as 
illustrated in Figure 1 the extent of the 
bearing in a circular direction is greatly in 
creased over what would be the case if the 
slot or opening were straight and not heli 
cally disposed; in other words by this con 
struction the threaded 
has a bearing more nearly its entire circum 
ference than can possibly be the case where the cut is in a straight line. 

ortion of the nut. 
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The inner end of this nut is formed to 
engage the shoulder 20 of the tool to bind 
the head of the tool firmly in its socket and 
the Outer portion 21 of this nut is enlarged 
to be readily engaged by the thumb and 
finger of the operator to set it tightly into 
its binding position and to quickly remove 
the same when desired. . 
My improved form of binding nut is very 

simple in construction and effective in its 
action and by its use a tool may be firmly 
bound in the socket of the holder and re 
tained while the tool is being operated. 
The foregoing description is directed 

5 solely towards the construction illustrated, 
but I desire it to be. understood that I re 
serve the privilege of resorting to all the 
mechanical changes to which the device is 
susceptible, the invention being defined and 
limited only by the terms of the appended 
claims. 
I claim. 
1. A tool holder having a body portion 
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internally screw threaded and formed with 
a socket seat to receive the end of a tool 
shank, and a threaded cylindrical retaining 
nut having a helical opening through its 
side wall for the reception of the tool shank 
and adapted to be screwed into said body to 
bind the tool shank in its socket seat. 

2. A tool holder having a hollow body 
portion internally Screw threaded and hav 
ing a socket formed beyond the threaded 
portion shaped to receive and fit the end of . 
the tool, and a screw threaded cylindrical 
sleeve having a helically disposed opening 
throughout its length for the reception of 
the tool shank and adapted to be screwed 
into said body, its inner end being adapted 
to engage the shoulder under the head of the 
tool to force it to its seat in said socket and 
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the outer end of said, sleeve having, an engaging portion by which it is manipu 
lated. 
In testimony whereof I affix my signature. 

OSCAR A. WEBSTER. 


